Fighting for the freeze

Supporters fight Reagan's communist label

While support has snowballed for the Bilateral Nuclear Arms freeze, there's been very little organized opposition — until one man spoke out and he got everyone's attention.

While campaigning in Columbus, Ohio, President Ronald Reagan told a veterans group that Americans who demonstrate for a nuclear arms freeze are "inspired not by the sincere, honest people who want peace, but by some who want the weakening of America." He suggested that those who want a halt to the arms race were being "manipulated" by Soviet peace fronts.

Reagan spokesman William Clark, national security adviser, said recently that Soviet counterparts at the negotiating table in Geneva were "smirking" when they read of the freeze movement's success in the United States. Clark inferred that by playing upon American desire for peace, the Russians were furthering their own strategic objectives. He said that a freeze now would only freeze Soviet superiority.

Freeze supporters see Reagan's nuclear strategy as something of an absurdity. His build-and-cut posture seems contradictory to some observers. Freeze backers say they cannot see the Soviets scaling back on ICBM arsenal while the United States is pumping megabucks into defense.

The administration's policy with nuclear war is being questioned. Worried that diplomacy has been outrun by technology, freeze supporters tend to characterize the administration as "nuclear hip-shooters." The fact that Reagan team members have talked, at times even casually, of nuclear war as thinkable, limitable, survivable and winnable has troubled freeze supporters.

Local freeze leaders react

Faren Bachels, San Luis Obispo county coordinator of the freeze campaign, has questioned the philosophy in Washington that the United States is going to be safe only with more and more sophisticated systems. Are we safer with more bombs? she asked. She said that the psychology of "more is better" warranted examination.

Bachels said that Reagan was probably getting lots of pressure from the Pentagon pushing for bigger, better arms programs. "It's like they're lobbying trying to get funding for their own pet projects... they have vested interests," she said.

The Reagan administration proposes a freeze in numbers only, not in technology or production. Bachels favors closing down the nuclear part of the military industry, preventing any future generation of nuclear weapons. "To me, it's the exact opposite: Before you put a car in reverse, you have to stop it," she said.

"Last people... to be duped."

Responding to Reagan's comment that freeze supporters were "dues of foreign powers," she pointed to several well-respected local and national people involved in the campaign who would be the "last people on earth to be duped." She mentioned Paul Warnke, Chief SALT II negotiator; William Colby, former CIA director; Herbert Scoville, former deputy director of research for the CIA; Clark Clifford, former secretary of defense; and Brigadier General Homer Boushey, U.S. Air Force, retired, to name a few.

She added that 140 Catholic Bishops across the country had pledged support of the freeze, saying that nuclear weapons "threatened the sovereignty of God."

Bachels talked of people comparing nuclear weapons to conventional warfare, and using the two terms interchangeably. "There's a big error in doing that — you have to distinguish between the two," she said. She said the American public was being misinformed when Pentagon
Digest links freeze to KGB

From page 1 officials talked about nuclear war as if it were conventional warfare. What hecholli objected to was "the basic mentality being shoved down our throats of nuclear war being survivable." She said the bomb dropped on Hiroshima were "small baby bombs" compared to what we have now, and said that we really have nothing to go by. Because no missile has ever been fired at an enemy target, no one can really say if nuclear war is survivable, or if it can be limited at all.

She headed the grass roots movement behind the freeze, and said that 650 people had been working on the county campaign for the last year. The revolt against nuclear weapons is like a national referendum on the arms race, gathering the support of 276 city councils, 56 county councils, 17 state legislatures and one state. (Wisconsin voters endorsed it by a 3-1 margin.)

As an example she referred to the government's creation of Crisis Relocation Planning programs for the massive evacuation of American urban cities in the event of nuclear war. In fact, San Luis Obispo has been designated a "host area" for some 160,000 people from "high risk" areas such as Los Angeles.

Please see page 3

The discoveries continue...

Hughes Story.

Today Hughes Aircraft Company is creating a new world with electronics.

In 1947 a man flew the Flying Boat, "Hercules" — the largest airplane in the world. The man was Howard Robard Hughes. His ingenious ideas and explorations brought new discoveries in aerodynamics, communications, avionics, electronics.

And the early years of Hughes Aircraft Company.

Today, Hughes no longer builds airplanes but the discoveries and exploration of ideas continue.

The company's long history of technological firsts including the first working laser, first 3-D radar, and first synchronous orbit spacecraft position Hughes as a world leader in today's electronics industry. Company-wide opportunities:
- Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturing or Industrial Engineering • Materials • Computer Science • Physics
- Industrial and Economic Technologies

Requirements may vary. Check with your placement office for more details.

Hughes representatives will be on campus November

(See your placement office for an appointment.)

Write yourself in...

Hughes Aircraft Company is creating a new world with electronics.

McCarthy tactics

She Figini, one of five co-chairs of the Cal Poly Political Action Club, called Reagan's comment about the freeze movement, being communist inspired, a "knock-out tactic used in the 50's by Senator Joseph McCarthy.

Figini was concerned with the American people's trust in government to know what's really going on, and having"a 'knock-out tactic that top officials will act in their best interests.

CPU Club

The Child Development Club meets Tuesday, Nov. 2 at 4 p.m. in the H.E. living room. Rob Wiber from Planned Parenthood of Santa Maria will speak.

Tony Figini, one of five co-chairs of the Cal Poly Political Action Club, called Reagan's comment about the freeze movement, being communist inspired, a "knock-out tactic used in the 50's by Senator Joseph McCarthy.

Figini was concerned with the American people's trust in government to know what's really going on, and having"a 'knock-out tactic that top officials will act in their best interests.

Poly Notes

Used Books

Tri Beta is sponsoring a used book sale Monday, Nov. 1 through Thursday, Nov. 4 in Fisher Science's museum. The sale is on texts in life and physical sciences. Cost is $1 for hardbacks, 50¢ for paperbacks. Times are 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

WOWie

Applications are now being taken for all former WOW counselors who are interested in becoming facilitators for spring workshops. They are in Activities Planning Center Box 31 and are due by Thursday, Nov. 4.

Lee Fleur

The Delta pledge Class of Delta Sigma Pi, the professional business fraternity, will be selling carnations in the U.U. plaza today and Tuesday, Nov. 2 between 10 and 2. Cost is 50¢.

ASI Films presents "Animal Crackers" in Mustang Lounge tonight at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

ABM

The Ag Business Management Club will hold a short meeting and pizza feed Wednesday, Nov. 3 at 7 p.m. in Bechelli's.

Too Far?

Have you wondered how far a physical dating relationship should go? Danny Daniels will speak on the biblical answer at the Cal Poly Christian Fellowship meeting tonight at 7:15 p.m. in Graphs A 106.
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Freeze leaders decry 'Soviet smear tactics'

From page 2

Figueroa felt that instead of planning for war, the United States should be planning for peace. "I think it’s immoral to think that civil defense programs would work," she said.

Richard Kranzdorf, a Cal Poly political science professor, said Reagan’s resort to McCarthy-style tactics was not even scary. "It’s depressing. By shifting from patriotism of those who favor the freeze," he commented, "to a coordinated effort to undermine the loyalty and the issues, he’s attempting to undermine Prop. 12," he said.

Kranzdorf remarked on the timing of Reagan’s statement and a similar one made by Senator Jeremiah Denton, Jr. of Alabama. "It’s either a remarkable coincidence or a coordinated effort to undermine the loyalty and patriotism of those who favor the freeze," he commented.

"Most people backing the freeze are totally independent and consciously examining our country’s defense policies."

— Rev. Lyle Grojean

At a convention of electronic warfare experts, Denton charged that Peace Links, an anti-nuclear group founded by Betty Bumpers (wife of Senator Dale Bumpers, D-Arkansas) was linked to an international communist movement. "Reports that the KGB (intelligence agency) is not involved in this is ridiculous," Denton exclaimed.

30-year trend

Kranzdorf said there seemed to be a trend "every 30 years or so" of governmental charges of Communists of Illusions in an attempt to "impugn the integrity" of many Americans. "As World War II ended, there was Scare and, then 20 years later, there were McCarthy smear tactics," he said.

Reverend Lyle Grojean of St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in Atascadero, who spoke at the recent Freeze Festival, thought that the timing of Reagan’s statement and an October Reader’s Digest article by Senior Editor John Barron charging KGB involvement with the freeze was too close to be coincidental. Grojean thought it to be poor judgment to base one’s stance on a "badly documented article of assertions and assumptions." He added, "I think Reagan is talking about something which he knows nothing about."

The October Reader’s Digest article said that the KGB has tricked people into supporting a peace move unwittingly by "convincing them they are supporting something else." It stated that KGB officials initiated the U.S. freeze campaign. It also said that the Kremlin, through "scoffery, forgery, terrorism and fear" has distorted reality to rally millions of non-communists to communist causes.

Grojean, who has been involved in peace movements with coalitions in the San Francisco Bay area since 1962, said that there were people in those coalitions who were "avowedly communists, but they never formed the key leadership and never had much influence."

He said an example of tension between them and the rest of the peace movement was that they would try to start riots. He said the police would set up barricades to hold the crowd back, but that many members of the Socialist Workers Party would stand behind the crowd and "throw things at the cops," and innocent people would end up getting hurt.

"Their way of trying to convert us was by turning peaceful demonstrations into violent ones," he said.

"We’ve been cried ‘wolf’ at too many times, so we’re skeptical about any Soviet superiority."

— Professor David George

and worse... I don’t know why we failed," he said.

NEVER HAVE BEEN HELD

Grojean said that Reagan’s assessment of Soviet superiority was based on faulty assumptions. "We’ve always been ahead in the arms race," he said.

He pointed out that counting the number of rockets each side had was not the whole story. There can be equal numbers, but "there’s no way they can be equal until they’re symmetrical," he said. The example Grojean gave was of two 11-man football teams equal in weight, yet one being composed of 11 halfbacks and the other, 11 linemen. "That’s not symmetrical."

He said that our technology was more sophisticated than theirs. "He’s talking about two 11-man football teams equal in weight, liquified fuel which proved cumbersome because fuel trucks have to be out for every maneuver. "The Soviets have more megatonnage bombs than we do, but that’s largely by choice."

Grojean explained that we decided to build smaller bombs because they’re more effective. Large bomb waste energy, whereas a volley of smaller explosions is more damaging.

Dr. Linden L. Nelson, a Cal Poly psychology professor, said, "Reagan’s anti-freeze stance was because he felt the Soviets were ahead in the arms race. ‘But the argument that the Soviets are ahead can’t be proven," he said.

Nelson said that the best support for this could be found in November’s Scientific American. The magazine article pointed out that more meaningful than a comparison of numbers was the fact that both countries had acquired "everfilling" nuclear stockpiles.

Nuclear submarines

"Even if the Soviets destroyed all the U.S. ICBM’s, bombers and submarines in port, the U.S. would still have about 2,600 nuclear warheads on submarines at sea, completely invincible to such attack — several times the number needed to destroy the 300 largest cities and towns in the U.S.S.R."

"Most people backing the freeze are totally independent and consciously examining our country’s defense policies," he said. Grojean alluded to 900 scientists at Caltech and at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory ("keys to our whole defense system") who are supporting the freeze. After having produced the atomic bomb, they now are "re-examining what they’ve worked towards, and are looking at the social consequences," he said.

A handful of scientists still alive who worked on the Manhattan Project developing the first atomic weapon, now are saying (37 years later) that the nuclear stockpiles are "unbelievable" and that they’re appalled by what has grown out of a "rudimentary atomic device."

According to a Los Angeles Times article on Oct. 16, 1982, a Bulletin, who consulted on the project and saw the destruction caused by the atomic bomb firsthand, has said he favors reducing nuclear weapons. "It gets worse the closer you get to it," he said.

JOIN THE
FORTUNE
MARTIN MARIETTA MISSILES

Questioning the personal morality of working for companies building nuclear weapons grown with the freeze movement is visually represented in this poster that recently appeared at the Cal Poly campus. It is fashioned after a Martin-Marietta recruitment ad.

"When Americans protest against U.S. policies, the Russians take some comfort in that, and vice versa." He likened it to a mirror-image. He said that the communist peace movement in this country "is as much anti-war bomb as we are."

Grojean said he didn’t think the Russians were involved in the freeze movement here. He added that even the Soviet groups in this country don’t take their orders from Moscow.

"Most people backing the freeze are totally independent and consciously examining our country’s defense

Sea Pines Golf Course
250 Howard Ave.
Los Osos 528-1798

IZOD SHIRTS 100% Raglan
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Shirts-great colors
$24.00
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Three good reasons to vote for Kurt Kupper on November 2nd:

1. Supports low tuition
2. Cal Poly Alumni, B.S. in Architecture
3. Experienced representative

ELECT KURT
KUPPER
29TH DISTRICT ASSEMBLY

Committee to Elect Kurt Kupper to State Assembly
gives Will Street, San Luis Obispo, California 93405
(805) 541-2801 Diana Baldreeon, Treasurer
**Tuesday, November 1, 1982**
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Students... This Christmas bring home the gift of love...your portrait! (Student prices NOW in effect)

Photography by Larry Jamison
762 Higuera St., #1
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 543-3116

SOMETHING'S FISHTY!!
OLDE PORT INN
595-2515
Avila Beach At the end of the pier

FRESH LOCAL SEAFOOD
MONDAY: Fish 'N Chips $2.00
TUESDAY: Film Festival free popcorn
WEDNESDAY: Showcase Night for New Talent
THURSDAY: Ladies Night
FRIDAY: Wheel of Fortune Happy Hour starting at 4:00 o'clock
SATURDAY: Dynamite Lunches 11-2
SUNDAY: Sunday Social 3-7 P.M.

LIVE MUSIC EVERY NIGHT
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Heart disease or stroke can cheat you out of the best years of your life.

**SUNDAY-night**

- News/Sports/Weather
- NFL Films: "Days of Glory"
- "Rent To Own"
- Special Offer Includes: Rent To Own

**AS LOW AS $10**

Curtis Mathes
Home Entertainment Center
313-5 Cities Drive-Pismo Beach

Rent To Own
As Low As $10

Clemenza’s
DIZZIES
Open 7 days a week

The Godfather
This was Clemenza’s way of keeping Tony happy!
A homemade pizza sauce and pizza dough (oil or whole wheat) are made fresh daily, topped with fresh, grated mozzarella cheese, pepperoni, mushrooms, black olives, and, if you like, slices of anchovies upon request. Small $4.50 medium $5.50 Large $7.50 Family $10.50

Clemenza’s Garden... Our Unique Special

Topped with fresh mozzarella cheese, mushrooms, black olives, fresh tomatoes, "mozz" alone, pineapple, mushrooms, black olives, and more! Only $4.75! A pizza turnover with cheese and toppings of your choice: whole wheat dough?? Of white wheat dough... the Godfather loved it. In fact, he was so pleased, he would have loved to be more so if he hadn’t been so sick on his deathbed, and his last wish was to eat a pizza again. Try it! He loved it... and you will too!!

SPECIAL OFFER INCLUDES:

- 40% necessary x-rays
- Cleaning
- Complete intra-oral examination
- Final diagnosis and consultation
- Same day appointment

CALL 544-4353
E. John Shreiner, D.D.S.
Family and Cosmetic Dentistry
Downtown Plaza
One block from the square

**SUNDAYS TOO!**
Mustang Daily Monday, November 1, 1982

Sports

Harper, Rios scorch Riverside hills

by Mike Mathison
Staff Writer

Head men's cross country coach Tom Henderson said UC Riverside was going to be a team to watch out for at the NCAA Region VII Cross Country Qualifying Meet Saturday in Riverside. Henderson knew the Highlanders would be tough. But the first-year coach didn't think they would be as tough as they were.

Spearheaded by a surprising sixth-place finish by Steve Jenness, UC Riverside took the regional title with 68 points. Cal Poly was right behind with 74. Eastern Washington placed third with 94. These three teams now get invitations to the NCAA Division II National Championships Nov. 13 at St. Cloud State in St. Cloud, Minn.

"I knew Riverside would be tough because they always come down their times at this time of year," Henderson said. "But I didn't think they'd be quite that tough. Jenness ran way over his head. It was a surprise for him. He just went nuts."

So did Carmello Rios. The Cal Poly senior blazed the 10,000 meter course in 30:57, which is the third fastest time ever recorded on the Riverside hills. But it is the fastest time ever run at Riverside in a regional meet. The two times in front of Rios' were accomplished in the 1979 NCAA Division II National Championships. Rios ran 50 seconds faster than he did on that course one month ago.

"The whole team ran just perfect," Henderson said after his team beat Riverside 40-47 for the conference championship. "Everybody ran so much better than last time. They really performed.

John Rembau placed 15th (30:56), Kevin Broady 16th (30:57), Mike Lansdon 19th (31:01) and Hector Perez 23rd (31:09). It was an exceptionally nice run by the seniors. When we set point, with blood streaming down both knees."

"He fell down, got back up," Henderson said, "and still ran a 3:41 first mile. He never, never gave up. He slowly came back and started picking people off and got back into the race. It was the most impressive race I've ever seen.

"We have one more race, and that's what we've been pointing towards. I'd rather take the loss to Riverside here and win the National Championship."

Riverside won't long forget these three. Jennifer Dunn, left, and Amy Harper blazed the Riverside track, though not in this order, to give the Poly women an NCAA regional championship. Carmello Rios, meanwhile, ran the fastest 10,000 meters the regionals at Riverside has ever seen, helping the Poly men to second place behind UC Riverside.

(Pac)ks away 20-3 win

Mustangs' sack men eat up Broncos' offense

by Dave Wilcox
Staff Writer

Soon those of you who frequent the University Union games center may notice a new video game. Sack Men, which pits punter against punter, against the Cal Poly defense. Don't expect to win.

There are a couple of guys who would never drop two hits into that game. John Giagiarì and Isaac Vough for example, signal-callers for the University of Santa Clara, were sacked a total of 12 times by the Mustangs aggressiveness on defense, as Poly stifled the Broncos' explosive attacking, scoring a 20-3 upset victory, Saturday. The win enabled the Mustangs to move a mammoth step toward achieving what is now their top priority — winning the inaugural Western Football Conference championship. The Mustangs are now 2-0 in WFC play and can control their own fate. Poly needs only to defeat their two remaining conference foes, Cal State Northridge and Cal Poly Pomona, to win the crown. Santa Clara ended their WFC season at 3-1.

Giagari, who seemed to have spent most of the game on his back, bared the brunt of Poly's defensive wrath, getting dropped behind the line of scrimmage eight times. Giagari went into Saturday's contest leading all WFC quarterbacks in passing efficiency. He was efficient against the Mustangs, but not very effective, completing just five of seven attempts for 62 yards and one interception.

That interception will be mentioned again later.

The Broncos, ranked sixth in Division II, fit up the scoreboard for the first, and final time early in the opening quarter, as kicker Brent Jones made good on a 27-yard field goal attempt to put Santa Clara up 3-0.

But with outside linebacker Jerry Schmidt, who raked up six solo sacks and assisted on another, and the rest of the defense continually finding holes in Giagari's pocket, the Broncos offense needed a road map to find their way past midfield the rest of the afternoon. Santa Clara managed only 111 total yards on offense after entering the game on top of the WFC charts in that category averaging 345 per outing.

Bronco running back Tyrone Ford, who was the leading ground-gainer in the WFC with about 98 yards each game, could have mailed in his performance, as he carried the ball just five times for 9 yards. Nada.

However, the Mustangs offensive game plan looked much like last week's against Simon Fraser University. Get one big pass play, return an interception for a score, and hand the ball off to Brian Gutierrez. After more than a shaky start, Gutierrez has established himself as the Poly workhorse, running past the 100-yard mark for the third straight week. The Mustang tailback gained 115 yards on 28 carries against the Broncos.

Junior Tim Snodgrass earned his second start at quarterback in as many weeks, and though his stats in either game are nothing to write home (or anywhere!) about, he once again came up with a big bomb that gave the Mustangs the lead for good.

Snodgrass finished the day completing five of 19 attempts for 82 yards and three interceptions, but uncoiled a 56-yard scoring toss to wide receiver Clervin Martin in the first quarter making the score 7-0 in favor of the Mustangs.

Martin caught a half price burger for 374 Santa Rosa SLO • 343-2163
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Pheweeeee! Time out. It's a serious time, you know.

Gather around, we're gonna talk about... whatever.

"Gathering the round-up, we're gonna talk about... whatever.

"An Emmy by the first mile at D4 and was just cruising," Harter said. "Than she took off and made it tough on everybody. I think our second team could have gotten third." Everybody ran well. Sophomore Jennifer Dunn, who has had so bad back-to-back races fought UC Davis' Patti Gray from start to finish. In fact, it took a photo finish at the end to determine Gray nosed out Dunn for second place. Both were timed in 16:47.

"Everything went well," Harter understated. "Every girl ran somewhere near a 30-second PR (personal record) better than they did four weeks ago. I was very pleased with the way the girls ran today (Saturday)."

"What should have happened? The amazing thing about Harter's group is that he's losing anyone noteworthy this year. And out of this year's top seven, will be losing only one."

Freshman Inga Thompson took sixth in 17:11, 30 seconds faster than before. Sophomores Marilyn Nichols finished out the Mustang scoring as she crossed the finish line in ninth place.

"Even though Poly still led by one, the momentum had swung against us. We were at a point where we started to get nervous. It was a lucky goal and it never should have happened."

"Crazier stood, "the second half we fell back and weren't as aggressive enough and they got that goal. You can't blame Randy for dropping the ball because he's always done it for us this year."

"If the goal had been allowed, it would have identified that Someone for the Mustangs to settle against a Dominguez Hills free kick in Saturday night's tie game."

"Most devastating goal the Mustangs surrendered was when he made cutting and turning difficult. Brocld, too, was separated from the penalty box. His direct free kick, however, glanced off the wall the Toros had formed and bounced harmlessly out of bounds. Twenty seconds later, it was time for extra time."

"The solution — be impressed by this — would have identified that Someone for the Mustangs to settle against a Dominguez Hills free kick in Saturday night's tie game."

"The players were glad to leave after the match was over. They were very happy about the win, especially Jon Becker and Joe Ball."
**Editor:**

Every student in the state university system should be concerned about Proposition 9, a proposed Constitutional Amendment that would allow the Legislature to provide free textbooks to students of nonpublic schools — secular and religious, profit and nonprofit.

Cutbacks in state funding have resulted in staff and curriculum cuts and higher fees. Therefore, it does not make sense to pass an amendment initiating a $5 million giveaway to religious and private schools, 1,591 of which are funded to share textbooks?

The proponents of Proposition 9 are asking for this subsidy of the private education business at a time when California, the nation’s richest state, has slipped from 9th to 10th in per capita expenditure for education. The Legislature has slashed capital outlays by 78 percent, trimmed close to $10 million from the computer literacy and math/science programs, and actually cut the textbook allowance per student, a fund not increased for the last seven years. Is it fair to provide funding for students of private schools, which frequently cater to the more affluent, while public school students are often forced to share textbooks?

In reality, Proposition 9, takes books from the hands of public school students and puts them into the hands of students of private schools. If this Proposition passes, tax dollars will subsidize the private education business and support sectarian schools, compelling the taxpayers to support every religion and cult that operates a school.

Support sectarian schools, compelling the taxpayers to provide funding for students of private schools, which frequently cater to the more affluent, while public school students are often forced to share textbooks?

In propensity, Proposition 9, takes books from the hands of public school students and puts them into the hands of students of private schools. If this Proposition passes, tax dollars will subsidize the private education business and support sectarian schools, compelling the taxpayers to support every religion and cult that operates a school. VOTE NO on 9!

Sincerely,

Walter B. Pontynen, Jr.
Vice-Chairman, No on 9 Committee

---

The time has come for us to clean up California. Take action, vote YES on Proposition 11.

— George Crane

---

The argument for which our opposition has no answer is that this system works in all six other states where it has been in effect for some time. Once installed, it has never been repealed. An effort to repeal the “bottle bill” has been retained by an 84 percent vote, far greater than the margin by which it originally passed in 1970.

California Public Interest Research Group (CalPIRG), with chapters on five campuses, is playing a leading role in the “yes on 11” campaign, as it did in obtaining signatures to place it on the ballot.

Ross Patnrey, "Chairperson, "Yes on 11""

---

On November 3, Californians will have the opportunity to vote for a cleaner state. I refer, of course, to Proposition 11, the Can and Bottle Recycling Initiative.

If passed, Prop. 11 would require a minimum deposit of five cents on all beer and soft drink containers sold in the state. This means that for every container of beer or soda that you buy, you pay an extra five cents. When you return the empty container, you get the five cents back.

This concept is not new. It was standard procedure until the container manufacturing industry found out it could make a bundle by selling the public one-way containers. Well, one small group’s fortune has become the whole country’s problem. The throw-away containers are now a blight on our landscape.

Just think of some of the problems you’ve endured — flat tires, doctor bills from when you stepped on broken glass, trash in your front yard or fields, higher garbage collection and dumping fees, and higher prices for beverages in one-way containers.

How many times have you looked in disgust at all the containers littering our roadways? How many times have you been to Oregon? Yes, Oregon, a very clean state. They’ve had a similar deposit law since 1971 and some of the predictions made by the “litter lobby” have come true. Eight other states have joined the deposit law bandwagon since 1971, the most recent being New York, Colorado, Washington, and Arizona.

The time has come for us to clean up California. Take action, vote YES on Proposition 11.

— George Crane

---

**Editor:**

I’ve been studying the issue of “bottle bills” for the past several years. My studies have revealed several interesting trends. Most importantly, more and more states are seeing the wisdom and workability of bottle bills and subsequently voting them into law. Every public opinion poll done in states with bottle bills in effect show overwhelming support for the law. As an example of this, when the “litter lobby” tried to repeal Maine’s bottle bill, the public responded by voting down the repeal 84 percent — 16 percent.

Despite all this public popularity the traditional opponents to bottle bills — national brewing, drink, and container manufacturing companies — continue to make the same drastic predictions that they’ve been making for the past ten years. Well, none of their guesses have been correct yet and there’s no reason to believe that they ever will be. Their arguments are hollow. Their arguments are also getting wilder, almost frantic, as they stretch the bounds of credibility to its hollow. Their arguments are also getting wilder, almost frantic, as they stretch the bounds of credibility to its limits in order to confuse the voting public.

They haven’t fooled me with their unsubstantiated claims and I hope they haven’t fooled any of your readers. If you look at the bottom line, you’ll see that bottle bills do work and that the best choice on Tuesday is to vote YES on Prop. 11.

— George Crane
Proposition 15

I was surprised by your support of Proposition 15 in Wednesday's edition of the Mustang. It appeared that you were a little naive in viewing the question, and it appears you do not completely understand all of the provisions in laws underlying the umbrella of Prop. 15.

In your editorial you state that under Prop. 15 all handguns must have to be registered by Nov. 1, 1983. This is true, but Prop. 15 does not point out in the facts that we already have a form of registration in effect in California. According to the California Penal Code specify the form for registration of every new handgun sold, and copies are mailed to the Police and to the Dept. of Justice in Sacramento.

You also state that Prop. 15 would cut down the ease of registration of handguns through mail order catalogues and local pawn shops. What you apparently don't know is that Prop. 15 would cut down the ease of registration of weapons, not only handguns. You must purchase all firearms through mail order catalogues and go through a fifteen-day waiting period, during which time the Dept. of Justice checks to see if you have a criminal record or any other reason which would make you ineligible to own a gun. Buying a gun at a pawn shop is not any easier than buying a gun at a sporting goods store, you must still go through the fifteen-day waiting period and registration process.

Also in your editorial you state that "the initiative wouldn't prevent any law abiding citizen from buying a gun," While you are technically right, you are wrong in the practical sense. If after April 30, 1983 you did not own a handgun and wanted to purchase one you would have to buy a secondhand gun from someone who had owned and registered it before April 30, 1983. The growing demand for handguns for self-defense or sporting purposes will be a much greater demand for handguns than the amount of registered handguns for sale. Therefore, there will be a roundabout way become a ban on the legal owner or it will be a threat of resistance.

We believe that Prop. 15 will in any way take the handguns out of the hands of criminals or "off the streets" you are believing in a fantasy: Fifty-five Sheriff officers and 94 Police departments of the state of California are highly opposed to Prop. 15. These are the officers who are employed to protect you and they are trying to tell us that Prop. 15 is not in our best interest and that it takes the rights away from the honest citizen not the criminal. In time Proposition 15 will, in a very slight and roundabout way become a ban on the legal ownership of handguns.

I urge readers to examine the proposition carefully, listen to both pro and con and then make your decision. I feel the decision will be quite clear.

Scott A. Davis

***

Proposition 15

Editor:

In response to your Wednesday October 27, editorial entitled "Yes on 15." In my opinion your editorial was biased and misleading.

You state in your editorial by mentioning the melodramatic statements used by the supporters of Prop. 15. Then in the next paragraph you start with more melodramatic, misleading statements which I realize that this type of melodrama is hard to restrain and I also realize that the Daily has the safety and well-being of the public in mind, but I am informed of the true consequences that Californians, and in time, all Americans will pay if this poorly written proposition passes.

You state that 3,000 people were killed with handguns in California last year. Very good, a nice large number with lots of impact. But, you fail to mention that the vast majority of murders are committed by persons with long established records of violent crime.

In response to your request that I submit a Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and the F.B.I. state that the averages murderer has committed six violent crimes offenses before committing murder. These previously convicted felons are already prohibited by law from possessing a fire-arm of any type registered or not. Also, 5 million handguns in the possession of Californians are "illegals" of California who use their handguns for sport and/or protection and never use them to commit a violent crime. The use of these weapons is possible and cannot be stopped.

You mention that Prop. 15 will cut down the easy accessibility of handguns through mail order catalogues and local pawn shops. It is in present, prohibited by law to sell handguns via mail order. It is also required by law for all handgun dealers, Federal Firearms License to engage in the sale of firearms. This means that each handgun sold required (1) registration (2) a fifteen day waiting period (3) a background check of the buyer by the Department of Justice.

You also state that Prop. 15 will not in any way lead to a complete ban on handguns, and you convey the feeling that as long as you are a law abiding citizen you will be able to purchase a handgun as long as it is registered. This is a farce and probably the most misleading part of Prop. 15 and your editorial. Proposition 15 limits the number of handguns to those already in the state as of Nov. 83 — meaning that no handgun will be manufactured in California last year. Very good, a nice large number of five million handguns in California are highly opposed to Prop. 15. These are the officers who are employed to protect you and they are trying to tell us that Prop. 15 is not in our best interest and that it takes the rights away from the honest citizen not the criminal. In time Proposition 15 will, in a very slight and roundabout way become a ban on the legal ownership of handguns.

I urge readers to examine the proposition carefully, listen to both pro and con and then make your decision. I feel the decision will be quite clear.

Dave Carroll

***

Proposition 15

Editor:

On October, 27, you, the Editorial Board, did a great disservice to the student body, faculty and staff of Cal Poly, and possibly to everyone in the State of California. You flagrantly used your power to reach many people to promote Prop. 16 in Cal Poly, to mislead us as to your political views, with little or no regard for the accuracy of your editorial.

Your Opinion "Yes on 15." stated; "It would cut down the number of handguns to those already in the state as of Nov. 83 — meaning that no handgun will be manufactured in California last year. Very good, a nice large number of five million handguns in California after Nov. 2, 1983, you will have 45 days to turn in your weapons." The truth is that Proposition 15 proposes a ceiling of five million handguns in California. No importing of hand guns will be allowed after November 2 if the proposition passes. This means there will be no guns brought through the mail through federally licensed buyers from catalogs or other out-of-state licensed dealers. That is what we meant in saying catalog sales will be illegal, our fault for not being specific, but according to the proposition's text, it is also. See page 68 of Californian Ballot Pamphlet. Sec. 104.

Also, when a Los Angeles Times reporter went to a City of Gun show last two weeks, purchased two pistols on the spot by showing them catalogues and said with more than his driver's license, we have to wonder how well the existing 15-day waiting period provision is followed, included in local handgun laws.

We reproduce the laws, as it is our belief that Prop. 15 will cut down the number of handguns to those already in the state as of Nov. 83 — meaning that no handgun will be manufactured in California last year. Very good, a nice large number of five million handguns in California after Nov. 2, 1983, you will have 45 days to turn in your weapons. This would make the price of buying a gun and the privilege of owning a handgun.

The end result of a crime. I think America's history with the at-

reats disagrees with the present and registration process.

Also in your editorial you state that "the initiative wouldn't prevent any law abiding citizen from buying a gun." While you are technically right, you are wrong in the practical sense. If after Apr.

****

Proposition 15

Editor:

In response to your editorial the 1984 Olympics in L.A. Prop 15 would make it illegal for a non-resident of California to bring a handgun into the state for more than 24 hours, for example. I feel that Prop 15 will not serve its intended purpose of taking handguns out of the hands of criminals. It only punishes a law abiding citizen and sportsman. Therefore I urge you to vote NO on Prop. 15.

Dave Carroll

Editor:

In response to your Wednesday October 27, editorial entitled "Yes on 15." In my opinion your editorial was biased and misleading.

You state in your editorial by mentioning the melodramatic statements used by the supporters of Prop. 15. Then in the next paragraph you start with more melodramatic, misleading statements which I realize that this type of melodrama is hard to restrain and I also realize that the Daily has the safety and well-being of the public in mind, but I am informed of the true consequences that Californians, and in time, all Americans will pay if this poorly written proposition passes.

You state that 3,000 people were killed with handguns in California last year. Very good, a nice large number with lots of impact. But, you fail to mention that the vast majority of murders are committed by persons with long established records of violent crime.

In response to your request that I submit a Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and the F.B.I. state that the averages murderer has committed six violent crimes offenses before committing murder. These previously convicted felons are already prohibited by law from possessing a fire-arm of any type registered or not. Also, 5 million handguns in the possession of Californians are "illegals" of California who use their handguns for sport and/or protection and never use them to commit a violent crime. The use of these weapons is possible and cannot be stopped.

You mention that Prop. 15 will cut down the easy accessibility of handguns through mail order catalogues and local pawn shops. It is in present, prohibited by law to sell handguns via mail order. It is also required by law for all handgun dealers, Federal Firearms License to engage in the sale of firearms. This means that each handgun sold required (1) registration (2) a fifteen day waiting period (3) a background check of the buyer by the Department of Justice.

You also state that Prop. 15 will not in any way lead to a complete ban on handguns, and you convey the feeling that as long as you are a law abiding citizen you will be able to purchase a handgun as long as it is registered. This is a farce and probably the most misleading part of Prop. 15 and your editorial. Proposition 15 limits the number of handguns to those already in the state as of Nov. 83 — meaning that no handgun will be manufactured in California last year. Very good, a nice large number of five million handguns in California after Nov. 2, 1983, you will have 45 days to turn in your weapons. This would make the price of buying a gun and the privilege of owning a handgun.

The end result of a crime. I think America's history with the at-
**Intramural information**

The Cal Poly Recreational Sports program is here to serve you — the student, faculty, and staff member. Stop by our offices in U.U. Room 104 for information on upcoming activities or call 546-1360.

Recreational Sports in coordination with Mustangs presents the COORS ’82 INTRAMURAL CAMPUS TEST. The fun begins Thursday, Nov. 4th from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in front of the Main Gym. Don't miss these exciting events which include FRISBEE ACCURACY, THE HOCUS OBSTACLE COURSE and the famous GREASED PIG event, HACKEY SACK, OVER THE WALL, SHOPPING CART RACE and the LONG JUMP are scheduled for teams.

A donation of $500.00 worth of sports equipment will be made to the Cal Poly Recreational Sports department by COORS. This additional equipment directly benefits the students and the university.

Interested in a FREE-THROW contest, TABLE TENNIS, BADMINTON or participating in the TURKEY TROT?? Then mark November on your calendar for these exciting events or check next Monday's column for information on TABLE TENNIS and BAD MINTON.

This week the campus Recreational Sports Department has chosen three outstanding sports officials:

Mike Christian — Football
Jaime Gonzales — Soccer
Mike Craig — Volleyball

The first weekly AP/UPI Intramural Football Poll:

1. TKR
2. Call Em Bo
3. Ghetto Busters
4. Hi Boy Jeta
5. No Name
6. Heat Seeking Missiles
7. The War Dogs
8. . . . Older Women
9. The Bull
10. Fremont Loveboaters

Remember to call the Campus Recreational Sports HOTLINE... 546-1447... for the latest activities and facility information.

**Fighting for the freeze**

From page 3

freeze on ly after arms are "substantially reduc­ ed" in "equal" levels, Nelson said.

Nelson's conclusion from the analysis was that Reagan had put a lot of pressure on Congressmen to vote against the freeze. "It was clear he was feeding the vote was done as a favor to Reagan," he said.

He cited Congressmen who at one time or another had spoken out against the freeze, with "superiority" and "inferiority" in their arguments. Very few who opposed the freeze said that they did so out of concern for deterrence.

"I've looked under my bed all week and haven't found one Commie enemy yet," Brody said.

Brody conceded that "some sincere people do honestly believe the freeze would weaken our security," but pointed out that the key to the freeze was in verification.

"Verifying the production of weapons does seem to be difficult," but not verifying the installation or testing, he said.

For every intelligence source that says the Soviets are ahead in arms. Nineteen of SCoville and "other CIA types" that no country is going to rely on a missile unless it is tested many, many times.

Brody said that people who oppose the freeze were wrapped up in the image that "Soviets are the bad guys, and Americans are the good guys. When in that frame of mind, "it's real hard to conceive of an arms limitation agreement."

"My town ain't enough for us two."

The policies start to fly.

Cutbacks, increases, budgets and laws chill the capital square

**Voter poetry**

As the smoke of their rattling jaws fills the political air.

It's Brown! It's Reagan! It's Reagan!

Big Bad Brown is elected to town
And Washington quakes in its boots.
As Jellybean Reagan starts screaming
"My town ain't enough for us two."

But back in Sacramento town
Cautiously watching the fire,
Bradley steps from the saddles smilling and loading his iron.

Melody Mustang

**The Adventures of Captain Pig**

JUST HOW LONG? HE REMAINS UNCONSCIOUS AFTER HAVING BEHEADED HOGS. IT IS HARD TO TELL... BUT WHEN CAPTAIN PIG DOES MAKE UP.

ONCE HE'S DARK IN HERE...

**An envelope which I have addressed to the Oscar Mayer company.**

Oscar Mayer where you will load me into your microwave oven and you will serve me up as a side dish.

Who Am I? 
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